Interactive Map Summary
March 10, 2021

Overview
The Township of Millburn is undertaking a Vision Plan to revitalize and re-envision its Downtown
Business district. Following the successful online engagement experience of the first public survey and
Ideas Wall page, a second virtual community engagement tool – the Downtown Millburn Vision Plan
Interactive Map (“Interactive Map”) - was developed to share the initial Vision Plan recommendations
with the public in a user friendly manner and gather specific feedback and comments.
The Interactive Map was accessible from the Township of Millburn’s website 1 between February 16 and
March 8, 2021. A total of 238 engagement inputs between comments and survey responses were
submitted (205 comments and 33 surveys). A total of 1,371 unique users visited the Interactive Map
page, spending an average of 3.5 minutes navigating through initial recommendations and other
people’s comments. The survey was publicized through e-blasts, social media, and the Township
website. It was also highlighted during the second virtual public workshop on March 2, 2021, which was
attended by approximately 110 members of the public.
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https://twp.millburn.nj.us/556/Downtown-Area-Vision-Plan

How the Map Worked
In addition to the public workshop, an interactive mapping tool was created to present and test initial
ideas with the public. Participants were encouraged to click on the various recommendations to read
more, “like” or “dislike” recommendations and comments, and post stand-alone comments to the map.
All of the comment functions were voluntary. Recommendations were grouped into four thematic
areas on the sidebar tabs: Land Use and Development, Traffic Circulation and Parking, Streetscape,
Parks and Bikes, and Business Support. A fifth sidebar tab named “Other Comments” provided the
public with the opportunity to share further comments not necessarily associated with the presented
recommendations. Lastly, users could also simply drag and drop a location-based comment onto the
Interactive Map to share their concerns and/or additional ideas.

Methodology
Feedback and comments were provided by the public in different ways. Some comments were directly
posted underneath the description of the specific recommendation, while other comments were simply
dropped onto the map or shared through the “Other Comments” tab. All comments received through
the Interactive Map have been grouped by topic and recommendation where applicable. Comments
that were not related to any of the proposed recommendations are listed in the summary of “Other
Comments.”
The Interactive Map served to qualitatively understand which recommendations generated the most
support or interest, where refinements or changes may be needed, and where other publicly identified
ideas could be included. The number of “likes” or “dislikes” on the various recommendations does not
represent a scientific assessment of public feedback, but helps to better understand which
recommendations generate the most interest. Not all of the recommendations received comments.
The Interactive Map is closed for comments, but it can still be viewed at
https://bfjplanning.mysocialpinpoint.com/downtown-millburn-interactive-map#.
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Public Comments and Feedback Summary

Land Use and Development
B-4 Zoning District
Recommendation: Allow as permitted uses restaurants and eating/drinking establishments, theaters,
museums, indoor commercial recreation, breweries/brewpubs, distilleries, and co-working space
throughout the B-4 district. (7 likes, 0 dislikes)
•

There seems to be general agreement on allowing more uses and creating more experiences
throughout downtown.

•

A few people suggested attracting artists and innovators, having an art center downtown and
creating more maker spaces. They also recognized the importance of the movie theater and its
long term stability.

•

Adding more food-related stores, ethnic food and restaurant/drinking establishments was
mentioned by many participants.

Core Area
Recommendation: Allow additional pedestrian-oriented, active ground-floor uses which generate walk-in
patronage. (13 likes, 0 dislikes)
•

Multiple comments expressed interest in adding activities and experience spaces. Uses cited as
desirable included arcades, board games café, escape room, dessert shops, and activities for
kids and teenagers. There was also a suggestion regarding expanding uses for post-dining
activities (“focus on Millburn at night”).

•

There was mention of having wider sidewalks, especially in the Core Area. It was recognized
that making sidewalks wider would make space for trees and other general aesthetic
improvements.
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West End Area / Essex Corridor
Recommendation: Consider allowing offices and residential on the ground floor. (10 likes, 0 dislikes)
•

There seems to be support for some redevelopment, including residential uses, in the West End
Area. One comment highlighted that the space between Spring Street and Town Hall (south of
Essex) is underutilized and redevelopment with residential, retail etc. would be positive. This
comment received 12 likes (and 1 dislike).

•

Concerns of increase in traffic congestion due to already approved housing and potential new
residential used were raised.

•

One person suggested creating parking underground for new development, while another
proposed relocating Town Hall next to Police Department and redevelop the Town Hall area
into a useable public/retail space.

East End Area
Recommendation: Consider allowing offices and residential on the ground floor. (22 likes, 0 dislikes)
•

Similarly to the West End Area, feedback was mostly positive for adding new uses, included
residential, on this portion of the downtown. The East End Area recommendation received
more “up-votes” than the West End Area.

•

The concerns raised are related to a potential increase in traffic, lack of parking, and scale of
development (“Any development in the East Shoulder Zone must consider the residential
nature of the adjacent South Mountain neighborhood”).

DPW Site
Recommendation: Consider options for the redevelopment of all or a portion of DPW site. (9 likes, 1
dislike)
•

Generally, there seemed to be a positive response to the idea of redeveloping the DPW site and
making this area more attractive, although a few people highlighted the convenience of having
the recycling facility downtown. Regarding specific type of development, the most popular use
category was cultural/entertainment, followed by commercial (e.g. retail, offices), light
industrial uses (e.g. breweries, maker spaces) and residential. Some people also valued the idea
of creating some additional parking for the downtown area.

•

A person expressed a desire to redevelop the DPW site for commercial/cultural programs for
teenagers, given the proximity to the Middle School. This comment received positive feedback
(7 likes). Another person expressed desire to make space for more retail by moving the garage
and electric grid somewhere else (10 likes, 4 dislikes).

•

Other ideas that were expressed on the future of this area included: mixed-use area with a
permanent indoor craft/farmer market, business incubator for shops downtown (with
commercial kitchen space), community center rooms/spaces that can be rented out (or youth
center), fitness gym, beer garden, and another contemporary theater.
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Traffic Circulation and Parking

Within the Interactive Map, users offered comments on specific locations where road design and
pedestrian crossing could be improved. The issues most mentioned through the drag & drop comments
function were the following:
•
•
•
•

The pedestrian crossing on Millburn Ave by the Post Office was highlighted as problematic for
pedestrians.
The intersections at Essex and Lackawanna, and Essex and Main were also mentioned as
problematic and unsafe.
More pedestrian crossings were suggested to be added on the east end of downtown along
Millburn Ave.
A commenter noted that many people enter Taylor Park from Church or Taylor Street. Make
sure to think about safety measures in crosswalks in that side of the park.

Recommendation: Convert Millburn Avenue to two-way traffic between Main Street and Essex Street to
improve vehicular circulation, slow traffic speeds without increasing congestion, improve the pedestrian
experience, and create a higher-quality arrival experience for visitors coming from I-78. (8 likes / 9 dislikes)
Recommendation: Convert Essex Street from one-way traffic to two-way traffic. (8 likes / 3 dislikes)
•

For both Millburn Avenue and Essex Street, the proposed conversion from 1-way to 2-way
traffic has received mixed feedback.

•

People in favor of it mentioned that making the traffic circulation 2-way is “the only way to
make downtown Millburn a “place” and not a “pass through,” and that current system of 2lanes one-way induces cars speeding. On the other hand, some people were not convinced that
changing to 2-way would not worsen traffic congestion, pointing out that the current traffic
situation is already bad. A few people were also concerned about safety for pedestrians and
increasing potential dangerous driving behaviors.

Parking Recommendations:
1. Undertake a comprehensive parking management plan. (5 likes, 0 dislikes)
2. Eliminate required off-street parking for non-residential uses and incorporate provisions for shared
parking. (7 likes, 0 dislikes)
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3. As part of future redevelopment planning, rationalize surface parking behind buildings (often under
multiple ownership) so that it is more efficient and room can be created for open space and outdoor
dining. (10 likes, 1 dislike)
•

In general, there was a positive response to the proposed parking recommendations.

•

Improving accessibility to parking lots and the parking garage was one of the parking priorities
for people. Lack of parking was also a recurrent theme, raised especially in conjunction with any
potential new development on the “shoulder areas” of downtown.

•

Removing restrictions on type of parking (business, commuter, etc.) was suggested to
maximize available spots. One suggestion was to make commuter parking available to
shoppers/visitors after a certain time in the day. Re-evaluating commuter parking post-Covid
was also mentioned.

Streetscape, Parks and Bikes

Most streetscape and parks improvements recommendations received positive feedback. Ideas like the
Riverwalk and burying utility wires received the most “likes.” In terms of bike infrastructure
improvements, there was more of a mix of opinions.
Recommendation: Develop upper Main Street as Paper Mill Playhouse’s “front door” to Downtown. (5
likes, 0 dislikes)
Recommendation: Improve the pedestrian experience on Millburn Avenue between Main Street and
Lackawanna Place through traffic calming and streetscape improvements. (7 likes, 0 dislikes)
•

Improvements such as widening and beautification of sidewalks were mentioned by a few
members of the public as desired improvements. It was also suggested that wider sidewalks
would help restaurants to offer extra outdoor dining.

•

There was one suggestion about focusing more on nighttime features and lighting (“Millburn
transforms itself at night”). Features like string lighting, gas lamps, and trees lights could be
added along Millburn and Main.
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Encourage the planting of trees along Downtown’s streets (10 likes, 0 dislikes)
•

Many people expressed support for adding trees along the streets, and add more “green” to
downtown in general.

Explore the option of burying the above-ground utility wires. (15 likes, 0 dislikes)
•

The idea of burying utility lines received a positive response. Many participants supported this
strategy as a way to beautify Downtown.

Make Main Street closure a recurring event during summer months. (11 likes, 0 dislikes)
•

While the majority of the comments support the idea of closing Main Street to traffic in
summer months, a few people suggested looking at traffic patterns to understand if this closure
would make traffic patterns worse.

Create a new “front door” for Taylor Park on Millburn Avenue. (7 likes, 0 dislikes)
•

There seems to be a general interest to see improvements to the entrance of Taylor Park.

•

One comment that generated positive reactions (16 likes, 0 dislikes) expressed interest in
seeing Taylor Park used more by the business district.

Create a new “Riverwalk” to provide for a better connection between the Downtown Core and the parking
garage, address downtown flooding, and establish a new public space to serve as a focus for new
investment. (18 likes, 0 dislikes)
•

The Riverwalk idea spurred largely positive reactions from the public. The concept received the
highest number of “likes” among all the recommendations. One concern raised was related to
flooding events that may have the potential to ruin the Riverwalk. A few people raised concerns
about flooding issues, and mentioned they are in support of this recommendation if the
Riverwalk integrates strategies to mitigate flooding in the downtown.

•

Suggestions to further improve the Riverwalk idea included:
o
o
o
o
o

Include bike access along the water
Make space for outdoor dining adjacent to the river (back of the businesses
area/alleyways)
Make it an “Arts Walk” with sculptures
Providing lights and a fountain in the middle of the river
Combine this idea with a flood mitigation strategy

Create a more permanent flex-space in Municipal Lot 1 which can be utilized for the Farmers Market,
other public events, and parking if needed. (10 likes, 0 dislike)
•

This idea received some support although a few people highlighted that the lost parking space
should be regained somewhere else.
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Transform Lackawanna Place into a “Park to Park” bike-pedestrian link connecting South Mountain
Reservation and Taylor Park to link the Locust Grove Gate to Downtown. (1 like, 1 dislike)
Make Essex Street the main East-West downtown bike route. (3 likes, 0 dislikes)
Add sharrows on all North-South side-streets. (2 likes, 2 dislikes)
Develop a Bicycle Circulation Plan or a “Safe Routes to Downtown” program. (4 likes, 3 dislikes)
•

There was mixed feedback on adding bike lanes downtown. While there was mention of
improving bike networks as “an admirable goal,” a few people expressed concern about
potential conflicts between bikers and active driving lanes and street parking. It was mentioned
that currently only a minority of residents bike, while the most used modes of transportation
are driving and walking.

•

It was suggested that “safe cycle routes” into the downtown should connect key streets
(Millburn Ave, Main St, Wyoming Ave), and also Middle and High Schools.

Business Support
Regulatory Process Recommendation: Make regulatory process more predictable and streamlined. (2 likes,
0 dislikes)
A one-question survey was provided to guide specific feedback from the public: What could the
Township do to support more business activity in the downtown?
•

Responses touched upon different topics, with no specific agreement on what Millburn should
do to support businesses more. Themes mentioned ranged from revising parking policies, to
attracting businesses that are suitable for Millburn’s demographics, to reducing processes and
procedures to open new businesses.

Marketing Recommendations: Promote Downtown as a destination of choice small for business owners,
shoppers and young professionals. (10 likes, 0 dislikes)
•

There seemed to be general interest in the marketing and branding recommendations. One
concern was raised regarding having already a lot of signage in the downtown area, which may
create confusion and look “overdone.”

Other Comments
A few comments did not belong to any particular strategy presented in the Interactive Map. For
example:
•

A few participants expressed hesitancy about making any major changes. One person raised
concerns about not knowing enough context regarding impacts and cost of the
recommendations. Another mentioned some other recent plans developed for the Downtown
(2018) and suggests that the Township should be building upon previous planning efforts rather
than reinventing the wheel.
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•

Some people generally expressed interest in most of the recommendations, and welcomed
changes in the Downtown. One person asked if outer areas will be looked at in the future “to
create a cohesive look and a gateway into out downtown area.”

•

Other comments and suggestions included the following topics:
o
o
o
o

Train is not used enough because of difficult access;
Local building code should mandate solar roof on new construction;
Create a Vision Zero approach to the downtown that includes safe/easy pedestrian and
bike access to downtown from the Millburn High School, Middle School, Washington,
Taylor Park and Library.
Allow dogs in Taylor Park with restrictions as needed.
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